MENU OF SERVICES
INDIVIDUALS | SMALL GROUPS | SPEAKING | CORPORATE

PROGRAMS
Individual and Small Group Coaching by Zoom
Daniel will help you find your tree by creating a personal Find A Tree Plan of Action to
pursue your dream. He will guide you on how to implement your plan and teach you how to
make your dream a reality. For small groups, participants will bond and draw upon each
other for inspiration and resources. Contact Daniel for small group rates.

ONE-ON-ONE COACHING FEES
Getting Started

Nurturing Growth

PLANTING THE SEED

BRANCHING OUT

Daniel will help participants determine
their dream, draft a Find A Tree Plan of
Action, and put you on the pathway to
accomplishing your goal.

Following the creation of a Find A Tree
Plan of Action, in three follow-up sessions
Daniel will coach you on how to implement
your plan, how to create opportunities,
overcome obstacles, and how to advance
your vision to a reality.

Session Fee:

$125 Only

Initial Session Fee:

$125 Only

3 Follow-Up Sessions with Discount: $300 ONLY

($100 per session) TOTAL: $425

Building the Dream
BEARING FRUIT
After the initial consultation, participants will
meet virtually with Daniel for five sessions. You
will learn how to implement the 19 Find A Tree
Dream Building Principles into your daily life. You
will have the mindset, psychological tools, and
Dream-Building skills to transform your dream
into a reality. Ongoing five session consultation
packages available at a specially reduced price.

Initial consultation:
with $25 discount:

$125

$100 Only

5 FOLLOW-UP SESSIONS:
Regular Price:

with $225 discount:

$625
$400 Only

($80 per session) TOTAL: $500

SMALL GROUPS
Ideal For Friends, Co-Workers,
Or Organizational Colleagues
Share the journey of making your dream a
reality with friends. Maybe it is a “bucket-list”
activity, a new business, a career change, a
passion, or making a difference in the world,
Daniel will guide and inspire participants to
move past dreaming to doing. Participants
will bond and build meaningful, purposeful
relationships while helping each pursue their
dreams.

Contact Daniel For Small Group Rates.

Fees Do Not Include Books And Materials.

DANIEL ARMSTRONG LIVE:
INSPIRING ON PURPOSE
Daniel Armstrong has been touted as a charismatic, energetic, and highly engaging presenter who has the unique ability to connect with audiences of all types. His approach to
presentations is grounded in the idea that all guests have one thing in common: each one
has a deeply rooted dream to achieve something special in their lives. With this, the
standard foundation for every presentation is a 30-minute motivational session on “How to
Live Your Dream," where Daniel shares his personal success story and inspires audiences
to pursue their own dreams.
For interactive workshops, supplemental presentation segments are tailored to client
goals and the audience type, with the most popular being:

OPTIONAL FEATURES
●

Introductory Video

● "In The Ring with Daniel Armstrong"
In this segment, audience volunteers share their dreams with Daniel and go through a live
exercise to identify obstacles and work through ways to effectively navigate them.

●

Team Building
Following Daniel’s motivational talk, audience members will form small groups and share their
talents, interests, and dreams. Through this process, participants will bond as they recognize
how their dreams interconnect and discover ways to support each other achieve their dreams.

● Question & Answer Period
A no-nonsense, rapid-fire exercise that promotes problem-solving skills and resourcefulness
in participants.

LIVE YOUR DREAM TEAM-BUILDING WORKSHOP

1-844-DREAM (37326)-12 | info@DanielArmstrong.com | www.DanielArmstrong.com

